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Abstract 

With invariance in a Random Utility (RU) Models we mean that the distribution of achieved 

utility is invariant across alternatives. Robertson and Strauss (R&S) showed that the cdf’s F, 

such that any Additive RU Model with random tern distributed according to F exhibits 

invariance, must be of the form )(()( x
x eHF , where H is a homogenous function. A well-

known particular case is the GEV distributions, introduced by McFadden. In this note, we go 

back to the R&S characterization. We give necessary and sufficient conditions, generalizing 

those for the GEV case, for an F of said form to indeed be a cdf. We also give new examples 

of cdf’s in the R&S class. In particular we give cases with logistic, exponential, and Erlang-2 

marginal distributions. 
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Introduction 

By invariance in a random utility model, we mean that the distribution of achieved utility is 

invariant across the alternatives chosen. See below. 

The study of Invariance in Random Utility (RU) Models originated in the works of Strauss 

(1979) and Robertson and Strauss (1981). They gave a characterization of the joint 

distribution of the random terms in Additive RU (ARU) Models, necessary and sufficient for 

the distribution of achieved utility to be independent of which alternative attains the 

maximum. Later, Lindberg, Eriksson and Mattsson (1995) noted and corrected some errors in 

the proofs of Robertson and Strauss (1981), and gave an equivalent but different 

characterization. In this note, we investigate the consequences of the R&S (Robertson and 

Strauss) characterization. 

In an RU Model, choice makers choose between alternatives in a finite Universal Choice Set 

},...,2,1{ NG df . With each alternative Gi  is associated a random utility
iX , looked upon 

as the utility of alternative i for a randomly chosen choice maker. Hence, the probability of a 

randomly chosen choice maker to choose alternative i from a nonempty subset GI  is 

postulated to be 

},,Pr{)( ijIjXXip jidfI .   (1) 

It usually assumed that the probability of ties is zero, so the probabilities (1) sum up to 1 

The utility distributions of the alternatives further typically depend on parameters, such as the 

costs of the alternatives, or the incomes of the choice makers when these are grouped into e.g. 

income classes. 

A typical case in question is ARU models, where the utility 
iX  has “additive” structure: 

iii UvX .     (2) 

Here the utility
iX  is decomposed into the sum of a deterministic population value,

iv , 

assumed known to the analyst (such as the cost of alternative i) and an individual value, iU , 

assumed unknown to the analyst, and hence considered as random when studying choices by 

the choice makers. ARU models have become work horses in many areas of probabilistic 

discrete choice, such as choice of mode of transport (e.g. Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985), 

choice of residential location (e.g. McFadden, 1978), consumer product choice (e.g. 

McFadden, 1980), consumer theory and product differentiation (e.g. Anderson, de Palma and 

Thisse (1992)), and labor economics (e.g. Keane, Todd and Wolpin, 2010). 

Let IX̂  denote the maximum achieved utility when choosing from the set I, i.e. 

}{maxˆ
iIidfI XX . Further let IiX |

ˆ  denote the maximal utility conditioned upon alternative i 

being chosen out of I. When the choices are from the universal choice set G, we write just X̂  

and iX̂  for GX̂  and GiX |
ˆ . 

Let F be the joint cdf (cumulative distribution function) of ),...,,( 21 NXXXX . (We use bold 

face to denote vectors.) We say that F (and also the RU Model in question) has the invariance 

property, if the distribution of iX̂  is independent of i, and that it has the subset invariance 

property if the distribution of IiX |
ˆ  is independent of i I  for all I G . 
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In an ARU model (2), the cdf of X depends on the vector v of population values, so let us 

denote it by 
vF , i.e. )()(},Pr{)( vxvxx 0v FFGixvUF Uiiidf , where 

UF  is 

the cdf of ),...,,( 21 NUUUU . 

The invariance result proved (modulo the corrections by Lindberg et al. (1995)) by Robertson 

and Strauss (1981) says that for an ARU Model, all the 
vF  have the invariance property, if 

and only if the cdf 
UF  has the form 

),...,,(()(()( 21 Nxxx

dfU eeeHeHF x
x ,  (3) 

where H is a linearly homogenous function, given of course that )(( xeH  is indeed a cdf. (In 

(3), and in the sequel, we use the convention, that a function of one variable applied to a 

vector is the vector of function values of the vector components, i.e. 

))(),...,(),(()( 21 Ndf xfxfxff x .) This class of distributions, which we will term RS-

distributions, contains among others the GEV (Generalized Extreme Value) distributions 

(McFadden, 1978), for which xex)( , and a fortiori the Multi Nomial Logit (MNL) Model, 

which the GEV Model generalizes. 

Independently of R&S, Anas and Feng (1988) discovered that in the MNL model, the 

expected value of achieved utility is invariant across the chosen alternatives. This result of 

course is a direct consequence of that of R&S. 

The R&S result have received very few followers. Apart from the mentioned paper by 

Lindberg et al (1995), very few have built on their result. Science Citation Index (Feb. 2012) 

only lists 7 papers that refer to the R&S paper. The only two that seem to add to the R&S 

paper are the following. 

Marley (1989 a, b) studies a “Horse Race” (HR) model, where (in our notation) there are 

alternatives i, each associated with a random “time” variable
iT , and where the alternative 

with the lowest value of 
iT  is chosen.. As noted by Marley, this corresponds to a RU model if 

we let 
iX  be a strictly decreasing transform of

iT , e.g. 
ii TX . This RU model has the same 

choices and choice probabilities as the HR model. Marley makes assumptions on the 

distribution of the 
iT  in the HR model, that correspond to (3) for the equivalent RU model. He 

further notes that these assumptions give closed form choice probabilities. We will return to 

the relation between the Marley and RS models in Appendix 2. 

Joe and Hu (1996) study mixtures of max-infinitely divisible distributions (i.e. distributions 

for which any positive power of their cdf is also a cdf). Some cdf’s (or survival functions) 

explicitly mentioned are those of the forms (in our notation) 

),...,,(()( 21 Ndf xxxHF x , ),...,,(()( 21 Ndf xxxHF x  and 

),...,,(()( 21 Nxxx

U eeeHF x , 

where H is homogenous. Joe and Hue note that their results overlap with those of R&S. 

 

1. Preamble. 

In this short section we will just recall some results from Lindberg (2012a, b) on the 

distribution of achieved utility, conditioned upon a given alternative being chosen. To this end 
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we define the diagonal { , }D x x 1  in N , where 1  denotes the one-vector 

)1,...,1,1(1 . 

Theorem 1. Let ]1,0[: NF be a cdf that is continuous and piecewise differentiable on D , 

with locally bounded gradient. Consider a RU model with random term distributed according 

to F. Then the cdf )(ˆ iF  of iX̂  fulfills 

x

i

i

iijidf

i dssF
p

xXijXXxXxF
 

)( )(
1

} and ,Pr{}ˆPr{)(ˆ 1 ,       (4) 

where )(ipp Gdfi  and
iF  denotes the partial derivative of F w.r.t 

ix . In particular 

 

)( dssFp ii 1 .    (5) □ 

 

As a corollary we have the following useful result, proved in Lindberg (2012b) 

Corollary 1. Let ]1,0[: NF  be a cdf, continuous and piecewise differentiable on D , with 

locally bounded gradient, and consider a RU model with random term distributed according to 

F. Then F has the invariance property if and only if, for all i, there are 0ia  such that 

)()( 1 11 sFasF ii
 a.e. on }{ Ess 1 .  (6) □ 

Remark. Note that we do not need F to have a density in Thm. 1 and Cor. 1. □ 

In view of (4) and (5), we can note that Robertson and Strauss (1981), in the proof of their 

Thm. 1, erroneously state that (in our notation)  

 

 

)(

)(

)(
)(ˆ

dssF

sF
xF

i

ii

1

1
 instead of the correct

x

i

i

i dssF
p

xF
 

 

)( )(
1

)(ˆ 1 . This error luckily did 

not make their conclusion based on the (false) formula incorrect. But they later made another 

error that motivated Lindberg et al (1995) to correct their proof. 

As observed by Marley (1989) in an equivalent setting, the RS-representation gives rise to 

closed form formulas for the choice probabilities. The proof of this follows straightforwardly 

from the above results. We will however in the next section normalize the  and H in the RS-

representation (3). This normalization will simplify the derivation of the closed form choice 

probabilities. Therefore it is relegated to Appendix 1. 

 

2. Consequences of the RS formula for  and H. 

In this section we will study what conditions  and H in the RS formula must fulfill for 

))(()( x
x eHF dfRS  to be a cdf. The analysis to some extent parallels that of Smith (1988). 

 

2.1 Normalization of  and H. 

First note that the sign of H is not defined, and a sign change can be incorporated into . It is 

obvious that H cannot be identically 0, so assume that 0)(xH  at some point N
x . Let 
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1xx . Since 
RSF  is a cdf, )( 1xRSF  is increasing with . As  varies, H varies as 

)()()( x1xx eHeeHeH , which goes from  to 0 as  goes from  to 0. At 

the same time )(xRSF  goes from 0 to 1. Thus  decreases from 1 to 0 on ),0[ . This implies 

that we cannot have 0)~(xH  at some other point x~ , because then we would need to have  

increasing. Similarly cannot have 0)~(xH , because then )~( 1xRSF  would be constant. 

Thus 0)(xH  for N
x . 

Now that H is positive, we can “normalize” the homogeneity. R&S allow the function H to be 

homogenous of any degree. This freedom is unnecessary. If H is homogenous of 

degree 0d , then the function defined by d

df HH /1))(()( xx  is linearly homogenous. (If the 

degree d should happen to be zero, then it is easy to see, that 
RSF  cannot be a cdf. So we may 

assume 0d .) Then defining )()( d

df xx  we get ))(()))((())(( xxx HHH d . 

Thus, we will assume that H is linearly homogenous. 

As noted,  must be non-increasing, for 
RSF  to be non-decreasing, which is a bit awkward. 

Therefore, we change the RS representation to ))(()( x
x eHF dfRS , with  non-

decreasing on )0,( . Since further
RSF  is a cdf,  maps )0,(  onto ]1,0[ . 

One further normalization remains. Let )(i

RSF  be the cdf of the i-th univariate marginal 

distribution of 
RSF . 

Lemma 1. The cdf of the i-th univariate marginal distribution of
RSF  is 

))(()()(

i

xi

RS HexF u ,   (7) 

Where
iu  is the i-th coordinate unit vector, and )( iH u  is defined as the limit 

)(lim)(

1

,0
xu HH

i

j

x

ijx
dfi

. 

Proof: First extend the definition of H from N  to include the coordinate axes, by defining 

)(lim)(
,0

xu HxH

xx

ijx
dfi

i

j

. It is easy to see that the extended H also is linearly homogenous. 

Now we have 

))(())(lim())((lim)(
,,

)(

i

x

xx

ijx

xx

ijx

i

RS eHeHeHxF

i

j

i

j

u
xx  

))((}yhomogeneitby { i

xHe u  

Since the marginal distribution is well-defined, so is )( iyH u  for any y. □ 

Corollary 2. If 0)( iH u , then 1)0()()( xF i

RS , i.e. the i-th marginal is degenerate, and the 

i-th alternative is never chosen. 

Proof: This follows from (7).  □ 

The case in the corollary of course is uninteresting from the point of choice modelling. A 

random variable iX  with a degenerate marginal, will with probability 1, never be chosen. 
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Hence it can WLOG (without loss of generality) be left out of the model. So we will assume 

that all marginals are non-degenerate. 

Thus let 0)( idfi Ha u . Then we can again redefine H by letting )/()( axx HH df . (Here 

we use the convention that “division” by vectors is component-wise, i.e. 

)/,...,/,/(/ 2211 NNdf yxyxyxyx . Likewise, we will use * to denote component-wise 

multiplication of vectors, i.e. ),...,,(* 2211 NNdf yxyxyxyx .) 

H  obviously inherits the linear homogeneity from H. Moreover, 

1)(
1

)/()/()( i

i

iiii H
a

aHHH uuauu . 

Using H  instead if H in (3), we get  

))(())/(())(()( )ln(axxx
ax eHeHeHF dfRS ,  

i.e. a translated distribution in comparison with using H. But, since we study ARU models, 

this doesn’t matter. RSF  and
RSF  give the same ARU model, but with different 

parameterizations. Thus we will assume that the representation of
RSF  is normalized in this 

way: 

Assumption 1. We will WLOG assume that
RSF  has the representation 

))(()( x
x eHF dfRS ,   (8) 

where ]1,0[]0,(:  is non-decreasing with 0)(  and 1)0( , and H is positive 

and linearly homogenous, with 1)( iH u . We will say that such  and H are RS-

appropriate. 

Remark. Note that the Assumption by Corollary 2 implies that all univariate marginals have 

the same cdf )( xe . When we use the distribution (8) for the random term in an ARU 

model (2), the marginal get shifted by the 
iv , and the marginal cdf’s become )(

)( ivx
e . 

Thus, in particular, all marginals have the same variance.  □ 

 

2.2. On the support of . 

In this and later sections, we will talk about the support of a cdf F, meaning the support of the 

corresponding distribution. Likewise, we will say that F has (or has not) mass somewhere, 

meaning that the corresponding distributions has (or not) mass there. 

The cdf  in the RS-representation (8) is defined on )0,( . This does, however, not 

necessarily imply that the support S of  equals )0,( . In principle any disjoint union of 

intervals in )0,(  could do. But something more can be said. 

Suppose that the supremum s  of S  is not zero, i.e. 0s . This implies that  has no mass 

in the non-empty interval )0,( s , but it has mass arbitrarily close to the left of s . By the 

observation above, the cdf’s of the marginal distributions are )( xe . Thus, the marginals 

have no mass on the interval ),ln( s , but mass arbitrary close to the left of sln . 
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Let U  be distributed according to
RSF . By the RS result, U  could be the random tem in an 

ARU model (2) with the invariance property, i.e. UvX . Now let all
iv  be zero except 1v , 

which is set to 1. Then, all 1,iX i
, have no mass in ),ln( s , whereas 1X  has mass in 

)1ln,ln( ss . The corresponding will be true for iX̂  and 
1X̂ , respectively. But this 

contradicts that all iX̂  have the same distribution: 

Proposition 1. Let  be the  in the RS representation (8) of a cdf
RSF  that gives invariance to 

a class of ARU models. Then the supremum of the support of  is 0. □ 

Next, we will transform the cdf
RSF  to facilitate deriving conditions for it to be a cdf. 

 

2.3. Transforming 
RSF . 

The representation (8) of
RSF  still is a bit complicated to derive derivative conditions for

RSF  

to be a cdf. We will therefore transform
RSF  to a simpler cdf. Then we have use for the 

following result: 

Proposition 2. Let NF :  be an arbitrary multivariate function, and let the otherwise 

arbitrary univariate functions ii F:  be strictly increasing, continuous and onto. Then, F 

is a cdf if and only if the function F  defined 

by ))(),...,(),(())(()( 2211 NNdfdf xxxFFF xΦx  is a cdf. 

Remark. Note that we use the convention that if Φ  is a vector of univariate functions and x  is 

a vector of scalars then ))(),...,(),(()( 2211 NNdf xxxxΦ  

Proof: only if: Let X be distributed according to F. Note that the inverse 1

i  of i  also is 

strictly increasing continuous and onto. Define 

))(),...,(),(()( 1

2

1

21

1

1

1

NNdf XXXXΦY . Then the cdf YF  of Y is 

)())(()}(Pr{})(Pr{}Pr{)( 1
yyΦyΦXyXΦyYyY FFF . 

if: Treated symmetrically, using )(YΦX  instead.  □ 

Corollary 3. RSF , according to (8), is a cdf if and only if the function RSF  defined by 

))(()( xx HF dfRS    (9) 

is a cdf on N)0,( . 

Proof: Use the strictly increasing and continuous transformations i  defined 

by )ln()( idfii xx . Note that i  maps )0,(  onto ),( . We get 

)())(()(())(( ))ln((
xxxΦ

x

RSRS FHeHF . The conclusion follows by the 

proposition.    □ 

Remark. Note that RSF  has univariate marginals all with the same cdf . 
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2.4. Necessary derivative conditions on H for RSF  to be a cdf. 

So what are the conditions to put on  and H, in order for ))(()( xx HFRS  to be a cdf. 

The most common, are the derivative and limit conditions: 

Proposition 3. A function, NF :  for which all strictly mixed partials exist, is a cdf  

a. if conditions (i) to (iii) below are fulfilled, and 

b.  only if the conditions (i) to (iv) are met: 

(i) 0)(lim xF
kx

, for all k,   (10) 

(ii) 1)(lim
min

xF
kk x

,     (11) 

(iii) 0
)(

21 mxxx

F x
 for all x , and Nmiii m ,...21

 (12) 

(iv) 0
)(

21 miii xxx

F x
 for all x  and Nmiii m ,...21 . (13) □ 

See e.g. Joe. (1997). We will use this result without proof. 

We will derive conditions on RSF  step by step. To facilitate notation, we will write F  for 

RSF , except in the statements of Lemmas etc. We will assume that  and H are differentiable 

as many times as needed for any statement to be meaningful. First note that  

)())(()()( xxxx i

i

dfi HHF
x

F .  (14) 

Since H is linearly homogenous, 
iH  is homogenous of degree 0, a well-known fact that is 

easy to prove. In general, for any
miii ...21

,  

miiiH ...21
 is homogenous of degree )1(m .  (15) 

Proposition 4.1. If  and H are differentiable, then a necessary condition for RSF  to be a cdf 

is that  

0)( xiH , for all N
x .   (16) 

Proof: Let N
x  be arbitrary. Assume that RSF  is a cdf. By (13), (14) and (15), for any, 

and 0s , 

0)())(()())(()( xxxxx iii HsHsHsHsF . (17) 

Since by assumption 0)( xH , )( xsH  runs through the whole of )0,( , as s runs 

through ),0( . So for some s-value, we must have 0))(( xsH . But then by (12) and 

(17), we must have 0)( xiH .   □ 

Differentiating one step further, we get 

)())(()()())(()( xxxxxx ijjiij HHHHHF  (18) 
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In the corresponding analysis of the GEV case, Smith (1988), we have xex)( , which is a 

very well-behaved function. To make a similar analysis, we need to put some regularity 

conditions on the derivatives of . 

Let us say that a cdf  on )0,(  is RS-well-behaved (or well-behaved for short) if the 

derivatives )(n  of  up to order N fulfill the following regularity condition: 

)()( sn  is )))((( 1 nsso  (“little o”) as 0s ,   (19) 

(i.e. for every 0 there is a 0 , such that nn sss 1))(()(  on )0,( ). 

Remark. The xex)(  of the GEV case obviously is RS-well-behaved. As seen, (19) is not 

very demanding. It allows )(n  to grow quite fast as 0s . 

Proposition 4.2. If  and H are twice differentiable, with  RS-well-behaved, then a 

necessary condition for RSF  to be a cdf is that  

0)( xijH , for all N
x , and any Nji    (20) 

Proof: Take an arbitrary N
x . Assume that RSF  is a cdf. Assume by contradiction 

that 0)( xijH . For any 0 , there is, by well-behavedness, a corresponding 0such 

that sss /)()(  on )0),(( xH . By (18) and (15), we have for an arbitrary 0s  

sHsHHHsHsF ijjiij /)())(()()())(()( xxxxxx {by well-behavedness, and 

since jikHk ,,0)( x } 

)]()()(([/))(( xxxx ijji HHHssH  for ),0(s . 

For sufficiently small 0 , the term in square brackets is negative. Then choosing ),0(s  

such that 0))(( xsH , we get 0)(xijF , contradicting that F  is a cdf.      □ 

As a “corollary” we have the following result: 

Lemma 2. If  and H are twice differentiable, then a necessary condition for RSF  to be a cdf 

is that  

0)( xiH , for any N
x . 

Proof: Take an arbitrary N
x . By (16), 0)( xiH . So assume by contradiction that 

0)( xiH . 

But by Prop. 4.2, 0)( xijH , for all N
x . Thus )( xiH  is non-increasing in the j-

direction. But then we must have 0)( jiH ux  for 0 . But then, in turn 

const.)( cH jux  for 0 . In particular cxH jj )( ux  for 0 . 

But then by homogeneity of H, /)/( cxH jjux .  

When , jjjj xx uux /  component-wise, and 0/c . Thus, 
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0)( jjxH u , which implies that the j-th marginal is degenerate, against assumption. A 

contradiction.   □ 

Differentiating F  one step further in (18), we get, suppressing the argument x  in H, 

ijkjkijikkijkjiijk HHHHHHHHHHHHHF )())(()()(x  (21). 

Differentiating a derivative of H, contributes a minus-sign, whereas differentiating some 

)()( Hk  contributes a plus-sign. Continuing in this fashion, we get for an arbitrary index 

combination Nniii n ,...21
, 

)()()1()( )(

1

...21
HSHF n

k

k
n

k

kn

iii n
x ,   (22) 

where )(HS n

k  is a sum of products of derivatives of H, and where in each term (at least) one 

factor is a derivative of order at least a (n-k+1), and where index ji  appears once and only 

once in each term We se examples of )(3 HSk  in (21). )(4

3 HS , e.g. is  

,)(4

3 jiklkijllijkkjilljiklkij HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHS  

whereas )(4

2 HS  is  

ijklijlkikljjklijkiljlikklij HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHS )(4

2 . 

For future reference, we note that by (14) and (18), 

iHHS )(1

1 , ijHHS )(2

1 , and ji HHHS )(2

2 .  (23) 

In general, )(1 HS n

k  comes from differentiating, on the one hand, the factor )(HS n

k  in 

)()()( HSH n

k

k  and on the other hand, the factor )()1( Hk  in )()( 1

)1( HSH n

k

k . 

Lemma 3. ))(( xHS n

k  is homogenous of degree (k - n). 

Proof: From (21) and (23) we see that this is true for 3,2,1n . So assume it true for mn , 

and study mn . 

Choose an arbitrary )(HS m

k . As noted, it has two parts. The first part comes from 

differentiating )(1 HS m

k  in )()( 1)( HSH m

k

k . This decreases the homogeneity by 1, i.e. by 

assumption to 1)1( mk , i.e. to mk . The second part comes from 

differentiating )()1( Hk  in )()( 1

1

)1( HSH m

k

k . This does not change the homogeneity. It 

remains by assumption at mkmk )1()1( .  □ 

Proposition 4.n. If  and H are n times differentiable, with  RS-well-behaved, then a 

necessary condition for RSF  to be a cdf is that for any Nniii n ,...21  

0)()1( ...

1

21
x

niii

n H , for any N
x .   (24) 

Proof: Assume that RSF  is a cdf. The result is proved for 2,1n  in Prop. 4.1 and 4.2. Assume 

it valid for mn , and study the case mn . Take an arbitrary N
x . Assume by 

contradiction that 0)()1( ...

1

21
x

miii

m H . For any 0 , there is, by well-behavedness, 
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a 0such that 1)( /)()( kk sss  on )0),(( xH  for mk . By (22) and Lemma 

3, we have for an arbitrary ),0(s  

kmm

k

k
m

k

km

iii sHSsHsF
m

/))(())(()1()( )(

1

...21
xxx

11

2

)( /))(())(()1(/))(())(( mm

k

m
m

k

kmm

k

k sHSsHsHSsH xxxx {by well-

behavedness} 

)](/))(()1(/))(())(([ ...

11

2

1

21
xxxx

niii

mm
m

k

kmm

k

k HssHsHSssH  

)]()1())(([))(( ...

1

2

1

21
xxx

niii

m
m

k

m

k

m HHSssH  

For sufficiently small 0 , the term in square brackets is negative. Then choosing 

),0(s  such that 0))(( xsH , we get 0)(...21
x

miiiF , contradicting that F  is a cdf.  □ 

 

2.5. More on the support of  

The previous section has given us tools to say more about the support of . 

Proposition 5. The support S  of  has no “holes”, i.e. there is no non-empty interval 

)0,(),( ba , such that  has mass to the left of ),( ba , but not in ),( ba . 

Proof: Assume by contradiction that there is such an interval ),( ba , and that it is maximal, i.e. 

that  has mass arbitrarily close to the left of a. Then 0)()( bac df . 

Now choose an N
x , such that aH )( x , and choose a 0  such that 

bH i )(
2

1
ux . Then, since H is component-wise strictly increasing by Lemma 2,we 

also have, for any }2,1{I , that 

bHa
Ii i )( ux .  (25) 

The points 
Ii idfI uxx  are the corners of a square K, and ),[)( baH Ix , and 

hence cH I ))(( x  

Again, since H is component-wise strictly increasing aH i )( x , 

where 2,1,iidfi uxx . 

Now, move K, and all its corners Ix  a step of length 0  in the direction
2

1 iu , letting 

Ix~  be the new points. Since H is continuous, we still have aH i )
~( x , for sufficiently 

small 0  and of course also aH I )~( x  for
2

1

~~
idfI uxxx , and 

hence cH I ))~(( x . For x~ , on the other hand, we get aH )~( x , and hence 

cH ))~(( x . 
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This however implies that F  attributes a negative mass to the square, e.g. by (Joe, 1997, 

1.4.2). 

The contradiction implies that S  has no holes.   □ 

 

2.6. Further properties of . 

The results in section 2.3 stated necessary conditions only on H. Without further restricting  

it is difficult to find necessary conditions for . We will use one such restriction on , that is 

fulfilled by the  of GEV-distributions. 

Let us say that a cdf  on )0,(  is RS-well-shaped if the derivatives )(n  of  up to order N 

are sign-constant (i.e. either 0)()( xn  for all )0,(x , or 0)()( xn  for all )0,(x ),  

Proposition 6. If the support S  of  equals ]0,( , then if  is RS-well-shaped, we have  

0)()( xn  for all )0,(x , and all Nn .  (26) 

Proof: The statement obviously is true for 1n . So assume it true for kn , and study the 

case kn . Assume by contradiction that we don’t have 0)()( xk  for all )0,(x . 

By well-shaped-ness we must then have 0)()( xk  for all )0,(x , and 0)()( xk  for at 

least one )0,(x . But then )2(k  is concave, with at least one point of strict concavity. 

Since 0)()1( xk  for all )0,(x , )2(k  is nowhere decreasing. Thus, due to the strict 

concavity, it must be first increasing, and then (possibly) constant. But it is concave also on 

the increasing part, implying that it is decreasing at least linearly as x . But then it must 

eventually become negative, a contradiction.  □ 

 

2.5. Sufficient conditions on  and H for RSF  to be a cdf. 

In this section we will use result from previous section to give sufficient conditions on  and 

H for RSFF  to be a cdf. We will then have use for the following Lemma. 

Lemma 4. If H and  fulfills the positivity conditions (24) and (26) for Nn  on N  and 

S  respectively, then for all nk  NnHS n

k

kn ,0))(()1( x . 

Proof: By (14), (17) and (21), this is obviously true for 3,2,1n . Assume it valid for mn , 

and study the case mn . 

Choose an arbitrary )(HS m

k . As just noted, it has two parts. The first part, )(HS m

k , comes 

from differentiating )(1 HS m

k  in )()( 1)( HSH m

k

k . Each term in this part comes from 

differentiating one factor of one term in )(1 HS m

k . This changes the sign of this term. By the 

inductive assumption, 0)()1( 11 HS m

k

km . Thus, we get 0)()1( HS m

k

km  for this part. 

The second part, )(
~

HS m

k , comes from differentiating )()1( Hk  in )()( 1

1

)1( HSH m

k

k , 

giving i

m

k

k HHSH )()( 1

1 . By assumption )()1( Hk  and )( Hk  are both non-negative, as 
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well as
iH . Further the power )1(1)1( km  of the old term is the same as the power km)1(  of 

the new term. Thus, we get 0)(
~

)1( HS m

k

km  also for this part.           □ 

Proposition 7. Let S  be the support of . If H and  fulfill the positivity conditions (24) 

and (26) on N  and S , respectively, then RSF  and hence 
RSF  fulfill the derivative 

conditions (13). 

Proof: Under the assumption, all NmHS m

k

km ,0))(()1( x , by Lemma 4. 

Thus by (22), since all 0)()( xn , 

0))(())(()1()( )(

1

...21
xxx HSHF n

k

k
n

k

kn

iii n
, 

for all Nniii n ,...21 , and N
x , implying that RSF  and hence 

RSF  fulfill the 

derivative conditions (13)    □ 

Corollary 4. If  is well-shaped, and its support is ]0,( , and further H fulfills the 

positivity conditions (24) on N , then RSF  and hence 
RSF  fulfill the derivative conditions 

(13). 

Proof: By Prop. 7, 0)()( xn  for all )0,(x , and all Nn , since  is well-shaped, and 

its support is ]0,( . Thus by the proposition, RSF  and hence 
RSF  fulfill the derivative 

conditions (13).    □ 

For RSF  and RSF  to be cdf’s they further need to fulfill the limit conditions (10) and (11). 

Lemma 5. For any positive linearly homogenous differentiable function H on N , with 

0)(xiH for all i on N , RSF  and hence RSF fulfill the limit conditions (11). 

Proof: ))(()( xx iRS HF . Since RSF  is defined on N)0,( , ix  in (11) corresponds 

to .0ix  Since 0)(xiH , H is component-wise non-decreasing. Thus, for all x , with 1ix , 

)()( 1x HH . Thus, by homogeneity, )()( 1x HH  for all x  with ix , implying that 

0)(xH  when 0x , i.e. 0)( xH  when 0x . Thus, since 1)0( , 1)(xRSF when 

0x , i.e. (11) is fulfilled.  □ 

To prove (10) we need to show that )( xH , when one component ix  of x  tends to 

, i.e. that )(xH , when one component ix  of x  tends to . 

Lemma 6. For any RS-appropriate H on N , and  on ]0,( , RSF  and hence RSF  according 

to (8) and (9) fulfill the limit condition (10). 

Proof: Suppose that (10) is not fulfilled. Then for some i, and some x , it is not the case that 

)( iH ux , when . Thus there is an M  and a sequence k , such that  

MH ik )( ux . This implies by homogeneity that kik MH /)/( ux . Now, 

iik uux /  component-wise, and 0/ kM . This implies that 0)( iH u . But this 

implies that the i-th marginal distribution is degenerate, against assumption.             □ 
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3. Special cases of  giving RS-distributions. 

By section 2.5, for any appropriate H and  fulfilling the positivity conditions (24), and (26), 

respectively, 
RSF  according to (8) will be the cdf of an RS-distribution. In this section, we 

will investigate special cases of appropriate cdf’s . This exposition is by no means 

exhaustive. 

The number one special case of course is the GEV-case, xex)( . 

3.1. Support of  equal to ]0,( . 

Is there any possible  on ]0,( , other than the GEV-case? A  in question has to fulfill 

0)(  and 1)0( .   (27) 

A natural test-case is 1)1()1/(1)( xxx . 

It fulfills the boundary conditions (27). Its derivatives are 

22 )1()1()1)(1()( xxx , 

3)1(2)( xx , and in general  

0)1(!)( )1()( nn xnx . 

Thus  fulfills the positivity conditions (26), and gives rise to an RS-distribution together 

with any appropriate H, fulfilling the positivity conditions (24). By the remarks to 

Assumption 1, the marginals of this distribution have cdf’s 

)1/(1)( xx ee ,  

i.e. a logistic distribution. 

Proposition 8. Together with any RS-appropriate H, fulfilling the positivity conditions (24), 

the cdf )1/(1)( xx df  on ]0,(  

gives RS-distributions (8), with logistic marginals.  □ 

 

3.2. Support of  equal to ]0,[ a , with 0a . 

For this case it is useful to note that if 0)()( xn , for mn , then is sufficient to require 

0)()( xn  for mn . 

An extreme case is xx 1)(  on ]0,1[ . 

This  has 0)()( xn  for 1n , whereas 01)(x , both on ]0,1[ . 

In this case the marginal cdf’s are  

xx ee 1)( , 

i.e. exponential distributions. 

Proposition 9. Together with any RS-appropriate H, fulfilling the positivity conditions (24), 

The cdf xx df 1)(  on ]0,1[  
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gives RS-distributions (8), with exponential marginals. □ 

In an ARU model (2) with random term U being RS-distributed with this  we get 

)(1))(()(}Pr{)( )()( vxvx
vxxXx eHeHFF Udf . 

Thus )1()()( )( ii vx

ii eeHF vx
x . 

In particular, 

ivss

ii eeHsF )()( )v1
1 {by homogeneity}= s

i

sv

i

vs

i eaeeeHeeH ii )()( vv ,  

where iv

idfi eeHa )( v . 

By Corollary 1 we see that this model has the invariance property. And by (5) we must have 

ii cap , for some appropriate 0c . 

Since 
i ii i acp1 , we get 

i ia
c

1
, and 

j

v

j

v

i

j j

i

ii
j

i

eeH

eeH

a

a
pp

)(

)(
)(

v

v

v . 

This formula agrees with the general choice probability formula for RS-distributions, derived 

in appendix 1. 

The interesting fact with this model is that we, for 0iv , get an ARU model with the 

invariance property, closed form choice probabilities and non-negative random utilities. 

This example further answers, in the negative,  a question raised in Lindberg (2012b) whether 

the infima of the supports of the marginal distributions need to be the same, in an RU model 

with the invariance property. 

 

3.3. Deriving  from marginals 

For RS-distributions we know that the marginals have cdf’s )( xe . 

This can be used to derive  from desired marginals. Then the derived  can be analyzed to 

check whether 0)()( xn , as needed (or rather as would be sufficient to get a RS-

distribution). 

Case 1. Erlang-2 marginals. 

The Erlang-k distribution (with rate 1) has density 

)!1/()( 1 kexxf xk  for 0x    (27) 

(Johnson& Kotz (1970), Ch. 17, and Wikipedia (2012), entry ”Erlang Distribution”). 

With a rate 1, we just scale the axis with /1 .) 

For 1k , we get a standard exponential distribution. 

The cdf of a Erlang-k distribution is (Wikipedia, 2012) 
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1

0
!/1);(

k

n

nx nxekxF . In particular 

)1(1!/1)2;(
1

0
xenxexF x

n

nx   (28) 

If we for an RS-distribution want marginals (28), then we should have 

)1(1)( xee xx . Thus, letting xey , or )ln( yx , we get 

))ln(1(1)( yyy  on ]0,1(    (29) 

We see that 1)0( , and 0)1( , as it should. 

Checking derivatives, we get 

0)ln(1)ln(1))1(
1

())ln(1()( yy
y

yyy  on ]0,1( , 

0)(
1

)1(
1

)( 1y
yy

y  on ]0,1( , 

0)()1())(1()( 22 yyy , and in general 

0)()!2()( 1)( nn yny  on ]0,1( . 

Hence  fulfils the positivity condition (26). Thus it gives an RS-distribution with any RS-

appropriate H fulfilling the positivity conditions (24). 

Proposition 10. Together with any RS-appropriate H, fulfilling the positivity conditions (24), 

the cdf ))ln(1(1)( xxx df  on ]0,1[ , 

gives RS-distributions (8), with Erlang-2 marginals.  □ 

 

3.4. New RS-cdf’s as functions of RS-cdf’s 

Still another possibility to derive new cdf’s for RS distributions, is to apply other functions to 

some given cdf for a RS-distribution. 

Suppose F is a given cdf, and )1,0()1,0(:f  strictly increasing, continuous and onto. 

When is the function G defined by ))(()( xx FfG  a cdf? 

The easy check is through the conditions in Prop. 3. 

The limit conditions (10) and (11) follow quite straightforwardly, by the properties of f. 

We can check the derivative conditions by differentiating. We get 

)())(()( xxx ii FFfG , 

)())(()()())(()( xxxxxx ijjiij FFfFFFfG , and, suppressing the arguments of f and F, 

ijkkijijkjikkjiijk FfFFFFFFfFFFfG )()(x , 

and we see a system reminding of the derivatives of RSF , but somewhat simpler. 

Since by assumption all 0...21 imiiF , it is easy to see that the following sufficient condition 

holds. 

Proposition 11. If RSF  is the cdf of an RS-distributions, then )( RSFf   
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is an RS-distributions if 0)()( xf n  for all )1,0(x .  □ 

Examples of such f are polynomials or power series with positive coefficients summing to 1. 

As an example take the simplest non-trivial one, 

2)( xxf . 

If we apply this f to the Erlang-2 case in section 3.3, we get marginals that are squares of 

Erlang-2 cdf’s, i.e. they are the cdf’s of maxima of two independent Erlang-2 distributions. 

Similar results of course hold for kxxf )( , for any 2k . 
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Appendix 1. Choice probability formula for the RS-case. 
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We will now derive the closed form choice probabilities for an RS-distributed random vector. 

We will further do it for the more general ARU case (2), where
iii UvX  

Assume the cdf 
UF of U to be of the form (8), ))(()( x

x eHFU , for appropriate  and H 

fulfilling their respective positivity conditions (24) and (26). Then as noted above, X has the 

cdf ))(()()( )( vx
vxx eHFF U  

Differentiating we get 

ii vx

ii eeHeHF )())(()( )()( vxvx
x . 

In particular 

ivss

i

s

i eeHeHsF )())(()( v1v1
1 ={using homogeneity}= 

ivs

i

s eeeHeHe )())(( vv {with )( veHa df } sv

i

s eeeHae i)()( v  

With iv

idfi eeHa )( v , we see that ss

ii eaeasF )()( 1 . 

It follows by Corollary 1 that the ARU model, for given 
iv  has the invariance property. 

It further follows from (5) that 
ii cap  for some appropriate 0c . But then, since 

i ii i acp1 , we have 

i ia
c

1
 and hence 

j j

i

i
a

a
p . 

Putting the pieces together, we have,  

j

v

j

v

i

i
j

i

eeH

eeH
p

)(

)(
)(

v

v

v ,   (30) 

where we have made explicit that ip depend on v . 

 

Appendix 2. Relation between the Marley and RS distributions. 

Marley (1989) introduces a class of survival functions for a HR choice model. 

For a given random vector T, its survival function is }Pr{)( tTt dfP . For the cases in 

question, )(tP  has no discontinuities, whence we also have }Pr{)( tTt dfP . Marley 

further seems to assume 0T . 

In the HR model the index i, with the lowest it -value is chosen. This thus corresponds to a 

standard RU model if we let e.g. TX . Then the cdf F of X  fulfills 

)(}Pr{}Pr{}Pr{)( xxTxTxXx PF . 

The class of distributions Marley consider are those for which there is some strictly increasing 

function , such that the function G defined by  

))(()( tt PG df    (31) 

is homogenous of some degree .0  
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Remark. Marley demands  to be strictly increasing, but in the cases he studies, he uses  

that are strictly decreasing. This, however has no impact on the analysis or the conclusions. 

So we will assume  increasing as Marley. □ 

The Marley class obviously has close relations to the RS class. So using the transformation 

above from survival functions to cdf’s, or the other way around, are they equivalent or is one 

more general than the other? 

So let’s analyze a survival function fulfilling (31), or rather the corresponding cdf. As in the 

corresponding analysis of the RS representation, we will normalize G and , to simplify the 

analysis. 

In deriving his choice probability formula (Thm.1), Marley assumes that  is differentiable, 

and hence continuous, so we will do he same. Then, in particular,  has a two-sided 

inverse , which also is differentiable. 

Let tt , for some arbitrary N
t . Then )( tP  is non-increasing with , whereas 

)()( tt GG . But  is increasing since .0 Thus we must have 0)(tG , and hence 

0)(tG  in general, since t  was arbitrary. This is a bit awkward, so let’s change sign in (31), 

to get G positive and  strictly decreasing. 

Then, when 0tt  in (31), 1)(tP  by assumption, whereas, by 

homogeneity 0)(tG . Thus, by continuity, 0)1( . Similarly, when tt , then 

0)(tP , whereas )(tG . Thus, )0( . Hence,  decreases from )0(  to 

0)1( . The corresponding inverse  decreases from 1 at 0 to 0 at . 

By assumption G is homogenous of degree .0  Since G now is positive we can transform 

it to linear homogeneity, in the same way as we did for the RS distribution, changing  and  

at the same time. Thus we can assume G linearly homogenous. The new  still decreases 

from )0(  to 0)1( , and the new  still decreases from 1 at 0 to 0 at . 

Using the inverse , (31) becomes ))(()( tt GP . Since 0t , G is defined on the non-

negative orthant N .  

If we now introduce )()( xx PF , we get 

))(()()( xxx GPF ,  (32) 

where as noted above,  still decreases from 1 at 0 to 0 at , which is a bit awkward. 

Reversing the direction of the argument of , (32) becomes 

))(()()( xxx GPF   (33) 

where G is positive and linearly homogenous on N , and  is strictly increasing from 0 at 

, to 1 at 0. But this is exactly the cdf RSF  of (9). And the RSF  was arrived at by 

transforming the arguments of the cdf RSF  of an RS-distribution. Thus the RU version of the 

Marley HR model is a transformation of an RS-distribution. 


